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1 Introduction 

1.1 General 

1.1.1 Oaktree Environmental Ltd has been instructed by Stanton Energy Ltd to prepare an Odour 

Management Plan (“OMP”) for their Biological treatment of non-hazardous waste facility at 

Crompton Road, Ilkeston, Derbyshire. 

1.1.2 The site address and contact details for Stanton Energy Ltd (i.e. the ‘site operator’) is: 

Crompton Road, Ilkeston, Derbyshire 
 

Contact: Alan Cook 

Position: Director 

  

1.1.3 The site will be operated in accordance with an Environmental Management System (EMS) 

along with other documents targeted to specific environmental considerations including 

this OMP. 

1.1.4 As is described throughout this OMP, the processes undertaken on-site will be 

predominantly enclosed with abatement plant used as necessary. As such, potential odour 

impacts are not expected to be significant. However, this OMP will allow Stanton Energy Ltd 

to implement an action plan should the site operatives detect an odour presence, receive 

complaints from local businesses or residents and if the EA suspects odour emissions from 

the site during an inspection. 

1.2 Site Location 

1.2.1 The site is located on land at Crompton Road, Ilkeston, Derbyshire within an established 

industrial area. The site is located approximately 4km to the south of Ilkeston. The 

approximate National Grid Reference for the site is SK 47999 39325. 

1.2.2 The site is located on part of the former Stanton Ironworks at the southern end of the 

Crompton Road industrial complex.  It is currently operated as a composting site which is 

contained within a larger waste management site. Access to the site is gained via Merlin 
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Way/Crompton Road and a short length of private track as shown on Drawing No. 058-003-

02. 

1.3 Waste Facility Overview/Digestate Process 

1.3.1 Operations will be regulated under an Environmental Permit.  

1.3.2 AD is a biological process, which breaks down organic matter within biodegradable wastes 

in the absence of oxygen, through the actions of a variety of micro-organisms.  The result of 

these processes is the production of biogas, which consists predominantly of methane (CH4) 

and carbon dioxide (CO2) and a useable digestate product which has environmental benefits 

when used in place of fertilisers.  

1.3.3 The AD plant will replace part of an existing compost facility; given that the majority of the 

waste processed at the site is contained within tanks and/or benefits from odour abatement 

the operation will significantly reduce potential for odour compared to that which has 

potential to arise from the existing composting facility, since the process will utilise green 

wastes which are currently composted in the open. 

1.3.4 The initial feedstock menu will be made up of the following materials: 

 Manure  

 Grass and Maize Silage  

 Green waste 

 Food waste 

 Grease 

1.3.5 In addition to the above the site may also accept the following feedstocks: 

 Brewery Waste 

 Filtrate from press process 

 Contraband Material (Tobacco Material) 

 Vegetables 
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 Dairy 

 Bakery 

 Kerbside food waste 

1.3.6 Reference should be made to the site layout plan (Drawing Nos. 058-003-03) for illustration 

of plant/structures on-site. 

1.3.7 In the biogas installation, several sections can be distinguished: 

 Reception and storage of solid & liquid products;  

 Feeding of solid products; 

 Primary digester(s); 

 Secondary digester; 

 Digestate treatment; 

 Sanitation; 

 Upgrading; and, 

 Heat distribution. 

1.3.8 The site layout includes three large tanks, two being digester tanks with the other being an 

after-digester storage tank. 

1.3.9 A solid feeding system will feed the feedstock, consisting of green waste, silage, manure and 

digestate into the system, whereas the grease, liquid waste and food waste will be fed into 

the liquid input system by being pumped directly from the tanker lorries that transport the 

material to the site into the 2 x 100m3 polyester silos. 

1.3.10 The digesters are liquid and gas insulated concrete tanks with paddle mixers and 

submergible mixers which are used for mixing the feedstock in the digester for the:  

 elimination of floating layers; 

 elimination of sedimentation; 

 elimination of temperature gradients; 

 elimination of density gradients; 
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 better gas release from the substrate; 

 mixing of fresh substrate with already existing substrate. 

1.3.11 Within the digester, the substrate is digested on a mesophilic (about 36-40°C) temperature 

level. The content of the digester is heated by a series of heating rings in the digester. 

Through the heating rings hot water is pumped. The heating rings have a sufficient heat 

capacity for heating up the materials and to lift the heat losses of the tank. The walls and 

floor of the digestion tank are insulated to prevent a temperature gradient and restrict heat 

losses to the surroundings at low ambient temperatures.  

1.3.12 The primary digester comprises integrated gas storage, in which the biogas that is formed 

can be collected. The gas storage consists of an inner and outer membrane that is clamped 

down ensuring that the digester is gas tight. 

1.3.13 The secondary digester comprises an integrated desulphurization unit where biogas will be 

cooled, compressed and cleaned to approximately 0-200ppm using desulphurization 

bacteria i.e. ferric chloride dosing and active carbon filtration to further remove any residual 

contaminants. The desulphurization bacteria have to be fed with maximal 4% air compared 

to the biogas production. 

1.3.14 After the primary and secondary digester, the digestate is sanitized. The digestate has to be 

sanitized batch wise at 70°C for 1 hour according to PAS 110. The digestate will be pre-

heated in the pre-heating buffer and sanitized in the pasteurisation tank. The agitator fitted 

to the pasteurisation tanks will keep the product homogenous and ensure good heat 

transfer. The produced heat from one of the two 499 kWth wood-fired biomass boilers will 

be used to heat the materials and retain the required temperature for required time in the 

tanks.  

1.3.15 Digestate from the secondary digestion tanks is treated by a decanter which separates the 

digestate into a thick and thin fraction. The thick fraction will comprise predominantly soil 

type materials, whilst the thin fraction will either be partly re-used to dilute the digestion 

process or pumped to the after storage tank.  
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1.3.16 The digestate of the secondary digester is led to the after-digester tank which is fitted with 

a mixer. The tank is installed to provide extra storage capacity for the digestate. 

1.3.17 Gas management and grid connection equipment will be located at the western area of the 

site. The gas generated by the facility, after cleaning, will be exported to the grid and the 

grid entry unit will be located in the site’s south western corner.    

1.3.18 The entire system is continuously monitored and controlled via the control cabinet (SCADA 

System). Details of the SCADA system are shown in Appendix IV of this OMP. 

1.3.19 In terms of the receipt and preparation of feedstock, the green waste will be brought to the 

site in accordance with existing arrangements at the adjacent waste facility and shredded 

in preparation to being fed into the feeding system and into the digestate tanks. The food 

waste and grease components of the feedstock will be delivered to the site ready to feed 

into the system directly via the liquid input points. These components will be delivered in 

tankers and pumped directly into the tanks via an enclosed system to avoid any odour 

issues. Silage and manure will be sourced from local farms and the digestate will be sourced 

from the digestion process.  

1.3.20 The main by-product that will result from the process will be digestate. This is subject to a 

decanter process to produce a soil conditioner/fertiliser, a proportion of which will be re-

used in the digestion process, the remainder of which will be taken off site for use in 

agricultural applications. A small portion of the thin fraction will be discharged to sewer. 

1.3.21 The plant will re-circulate around 34,000 tonnes of the digestate produced by the digestion 

process.  

1.4 Waste Types  

1.4.1 A description of the waste types, storage arrangements, quantities stored and the duration 

of storage is included in the table overleaf.   
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 Table 1.1 - Initial Waste Types 

Waste 
Description 

EWC 
Waste 
Code 

Nature of Waste and 
Storage 

Arrangements On-
Site 

Source of waste 

Max 
Quantity 
Stored 

(Tonnes) 

Max 
Duration 

of 
storage 

Odour 
Potential of 
Waste (see 

Table 2.1 for 
descriptors) 

Green 
wastes 

02 01 03, 
02 01 07, 
20 02 01 

Pre-shredded green 
wastes will be stored 
within the feedstock 

storage area as 
shown on the layout 

plan 

Derbyshire / 
Yorkshire 

15,750 <7 Days Moderate 

Straw, grass 
and maize 

silage 

02 01 03, 
02 01 07 

Wastes will be stored 
within the feedstock 

storage area as 
shown on the layout 

plan 

Nottinghamshire, 
Leicestershire, 

Derbyshire 
8,500 <7 Days Moderate 

Food wastes 

02 03 04, 
19 05 02, 
20 01 08, 
20 01 25 

Food wastes will be 
delivered to site in 
sealed tankers and 
pumped directly to 
the feeding system 

Nottinghamshire 9,600 N/A 
High (in short 

bursts) 

Grease 
02 02 99, 
19 08 09, 
20 01 25 

Grease will be 
delivered to site in 
sealed tankers and 
pumped directly to 
the feeding system 

Midlands 600 N/A Moderate 

Manure 
02 01 06, 
20 02 01 

Wastes will be stored 
within the feedstock 

storage area as 
shown on the layout 

plan 

Nottinghamshire, 
Leicestershire, 

Derbyshire 
1,500 <7 Days Moderate 

 
1.4.2 If the maximum storage capacity is reached, then no further waste will be accepted until 

waste can be removed from the site and taken to a suitably permitted or exempt site.  

1.4.3 In addition to the above wastes the site has identified the following feedstocks which could 

be available, which may also be used in the process: 
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Table 1.2 - Additional Waste Types  

Waste 
Description 

EWC 
Waste 
Code 

Nature of Waste and 
Storage Arrangements 

On-Site 
Source of waste 

Max 
Quantity 
Stored 

(Tonnes) 

Max 
Duration 

of 
storage 

Odour 
Potential of 
Waste (see 

Table 2.1 for 
descriptors) 

Brewery 
Waste 

02 07 
01, 02 
07 02, 
02 07 
04, 02 
07 99 

Wastes will be 
delivered to site in 
sealed tankers and 

pumped directly to the 
feeding system 

Contracts are not 
yet in place and 
suppliers are still 

to be agreed 

10,000 N/A 
Moderate 
(in short 
bursts) 

Filtrate from 
press 

process 
TBC 

Wastes will be stored 
within the feedstock 

storage area as shown 
on the layout plan 

Derbyshire 15,000 <7 Days Moderate 

Contraband 
material 

02 03 
04, 16 
10 02 

Wastes will be stored 
within the feedstock 

storage area as shown 
on the layout plan 

Contracts are not 
yet in place and 
suppliers are still 

to be agreed 

7,500 <7 Days Moderate 

Vegetables 
02 01 
03, 19 
05 02 

Wastes will be stored 
within the feedstock 

storage area as shown 
on the layout plan 

Contracts are not 
yet in place and 
suppliers are still 

to be agreed 

10,000 <7 Days Moderate 

Bakery 
02 01 
06, 20 
02 01 

Wastes will be stored 
within the feedstock 

storage area as shown 
on the layout plan 

Contracts are not 
yet in place and 
suppliers are still 

to be agreed 

8,000 <7 Days Moderate 

Dairy 
02 05 
01, 02 
05 02 

Wastes will be 
delivered to site in 
sealed tankers and 

pumped directly to the 
feeding system 

Contracts are not 
yet in place and 
suppliers are still 

to be agreed 
8,000 N/A 

Moderate 
(in short 
bursts) 

Kerbside 
food waste 

02 03 
04, 19 
05 02, 
20 01 
08, 20 
01 25 

Food wastes will be 
delivered to site in 
sealed tankers and 

pumped directly to the 
feeding system 

Nottinghamshire 8,000 N/A 
High (in 

short bursts) 

 
1.4.4 Liquid wastes such as dairy, kerbside food waste and brewery waste would be delivered to 

site in sealed tankers and introduced straight to the process via enclosed line. Solid wastes 

may be temporarily stored on site for <7 days, but these do not pose greater odour potential 

than the other solids wastes listed in the table above 

1.4.5 All feedstocks accepted on site will be fresh as practically possible and supplied in 

accordance with a delivery plan. 
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1.5 Site Infrastructure 

1.5.1 The site has measures in place to ensure odours do not escape beyond the boundary. 

Alternative Measures: 

 Monitoring – The site carries out Olfactory/Sniff assessments which have been outlined 

further in Section 5 of this OMP.  

 Stock rotation – All potentially odourous wastes will be contained and undergo 

continuous monitoring. The site follows the first in, first out principle which ensures that 

the oldest wastes are removed from the site first and aren’t left to stand for a long 

period of time. 

 Housekeeping – The site will carry out regular cleaning (minimum once daily) of all 

operational areas at the site paying special attention to storage areas for odorous 

wastes. The site has a housekeeping schedule shown in section 4.9. 

 Storage procedures – All odourous wastes are contained within bays or brought onto 

the site within sealed tankers and loaded directly into the system. Odorous wastes will 

not be stored for longer than <7 days ensuring that wastes are not left to stagnate. 

1.6 Site Management 

1.6.1 The site will have a Technically Competent Manager (TCM) who will be responsible for the 

general management of the site, including the acceptance and handling of any potentially 

odorous wastes. 

1.6.2 The company, through the TCM, will ensure that nominated deputies are sufficiently trained 

and familiar with all site management documentation (which includes this OMP) in addition 

to all relevant company procedures. 
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2 Odour risk assessment 

2.1 Methodology 

2.1.1 This OMP has been completed to identify where the likely risks are in relation to surrounding 

land uses. This assessment has been used to inform Section 5.0 of this OMP with regard to 

specific odour monitoring procedures. 

2.2 Odour Intensity 

2.2.1 Table 2.1 below contains the criteria used to measure/evaluate odour intensity. A 

judgement is made of odour intensity at each receptor location. 

Table 2.1 - Odour Intensity Scale & Description 

Odour Intensity Scale & Description 

1 - Negligible No detectable odour 

2 - Low Faint odour (barely detectable) 

3- Moderate Moderate odour easily detected while walking (possible interference) 

4 - High Strong odour (bearable, but offensive) 

5 - Severe Very strong odour (this is when you really wish you were somewhere else) 

 
2.3 Receptor Sensitivity 

2.3.1 Table 2.2 below outlines the criteria used for assessing receptor sensitivity to odour which 

has been used when determining nearby odour sensitive receptors for the purpose of the 

risk assessment. Sensitivity to odour is subjective. An odour that may be tolerable to one 

person, may not be acceptable to others. However, in general, some types of receptors will 

be more sensitive to odour than others. For example, domestic residences are more likely 

to be sensitive to odour than receptors within an industrial complex or other receptors with 

short term transient exposure, including passers-by. Furthermore, direction and distance 

from the potential source of odour will have a bearing on potential for impact, along with 

prevailing meteorological conditions, including wind speed and direction. The broad criteria 

below for assessing receptor sensitivity has been developed to take into account of such 
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criteria and is precautionary in order to ensure the risk assessment and subsequent control 

measures are suitably robust/precautionary. 

Table 2.2 - Receptor Sensitivity Criteria for Odour 

Sensitivity of Receptor Criteria 

Low Industrial workplaces, areas of short term, transient 
exposure (eg public footpaths and areas where shorter 

periods of recreational use are undertaken) 

Medium Commercial/retail premises, industrial workplaces, places 
of work, residential use, areas used for extended periods of 

recreation, schools and hospitals >200 m from site 
boundary 

High Commercial/retail premises, places of work, residential use, 
areas used for extended periods of recreation, schools and 

hospitals <200m from site boundary 

 

2.4 Sensitive Receptor Locations 

2.4.1 A Receptor Plan (RP) has been produced to accompany this OMP and is shown in Appendix 

I. The receptors highlighted are those which are considered to be at risk by odour generated 

by the site, together with details of direction and distance from the site and sensitivity of 

receptor. The receptors identified are representative of worst-case exposure in each 

direction for each type of receptor. 

Table 2.3 - Odour Sensitive Receptors Within 1km of the Site 

Receptor name Type 
Distance and Direction from 

Nearest Part of Site 
Boundary 

Receptor 
Sensitivity to 

Odour 

Erewash Canal 
Short term 

recreational  
20m, East Low 

Commercial units 
within industrial estate 

Commercial/Retail Surrounding Medium 

Industrial units within 
industrial estate 

Industrial Surrounding Medium 

Residential area off 
Hallam Fields Road 

Residential 475m, North-West Medium 

Residential properties 
off Ilkeston Road and 
A6007 

Residential 460, East/North-East Medium 

Residential properties 
Iona Drive 

Residential 570m, South-East Medium 
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2.4.2 Total distances are measured from the boundary of the waste facility closest to the nearest 

receptor point. In reality distances to the waste storage/treatment areas may be greater. 

2.5 Prevailing Meteorological Conditions 

2.5.1 The nearest representative meteorological station to the site is East Midlands Airport, 

situated approximately 14km to the South-South-West of the site. Below are wind roses 

which show the prevailing wind speed and direction at the site, based on observations at 

East Midlands. Given the proximity and nature of this observing station, it is considered that 

it provides a representative indication of wind speed and direction frequency at the site. As 

is indicated, the predominant wind direction is between South and West, with much less 

frequent winds arising from other directions. This is generally the norm for most parts of 

the UK. Based on this data, any residual odours from the site would be predominantly 

carried away from receptors in closest proximity to the West, North-West and North of the 

site. 

Figure 1 - Wind Speed and Direction Frequency at East Midlands Airport 
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2.6 Risk Matrix 

2.6.1 The odour risk in any particular event can be established using the risk assessment matrix 

given in Table 4 below, which is derived based on receptor sensitivity and odour intensity. 

Table 2.4 - Resultant Risk Matrix (Colour-Coded)  

 

Sensitivity 

Low Medium High 

O
D

O
U

R
 I

N
TE

N
SI

TY
 Negligible NEGLIGIBLE LOW LOW 

Low LOW LOW MEDIUM 

Moderate LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM 

High MEDIUM MEDIUM HIGH 

Severe MEDIUM HIGH VERY HIGH 

 

2.7 Risk Assessment Results 

2.7.1 The table below contains the results of the risk assessment, which has been undertaken in 

accordance with the methodology above. 

Table 2.5 - Odour Risk at Sensitive Receptors 

Receptor name 
Receptor 

Sensitivity 
Odour Intensity  

Resultant Odour 
Risk 

Erewash Canal Low Moderate Low 

Commercial units 
within industrial estate 

Medium Moderate Medium 

Industrial units within 
industrial estate 

Medium Moderate Medium 

Residential properties 
to North-West, East 
and North East 

Medium Moderate Medium 
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3 Potential sources of odour 

3.1 Delivery of Food Waste and Grease 

3.1.1 Food waste and grease will be delivered to site in sealed tankers and loaded directly to the 

enclosed liquid feed filling system. These feedstocks will be unloaded by an enclosed line, 

and as such, the potential for odour to arise from this operation is not significant as it will 

be contained. 

3.2 Delivery of Green Waste to Site 

3.2.1 The green waste to be used in the process is already received and stored at the adjacent 

waste management facility. The green waste will be shredded at the existing site and 

transferred to the feedstock storage area for temporary storage prior to being loaded into 

the plant. Provision for storage of green wastes prior to loading to the plant is provided as 

shown on the layout plan. 

3.2.2 Given that the green waste is transferred from the adjacent facility, it does not present an 

additional source of odour to the present situation. The installation of the AD plant will allow 

for a faster turnover of the waste, reducing potential for odour at the site whilst significantly 

reducing odours from the green waste at the adjacent composting facility. 

3.2.3 It is worth noting that the installation of the AD plant will improve the site and reduce 

odours by ensuring that green waste can be processed faster which in turn results in lower 

storage times; significantly reducing any potential odours that may be generated at the 

existing facility. 

3.3 Delivery of Manure, Grass and Maize Silage to Site 

3.3.1 Manure, Grass and maize silage will be used as a feedstock for the AD process. These feed 

stocks will be delivered to the site in covered vehicles to minimise the release of potential 

odour. 
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3.3.2 It is not anticipated that these feedstocks will be stored on site for longer periods of time 

(i.e. up to 7 days) and will mainly be brought in as needed and loaded directly to the plant 

via the solids feeding system. 

3.4 Delivery of additional waste streams 

3.4.1 Other feedstocks may be available at the site which have been detailed in section 1.4.2. The 

delivery of these feedstocks will follow the same principles as the feedstocks listed above in 

Section 3.2 and 3.3, eg liquid wastes will be introduced directly to the process from sealed 

tankers via enclosed line and solids wastes will be brought in as necessary and temporarily 

stored. 

3.5 Waste Storage (General) 

3.5.1 The storage of wastes is not anticipated to create significant odour potential. Food wastes 

and grease will not be stored on site as they are unloaded from tankers direct to the plant. 

The green wastes to be used in the plant are already stored on the adjacent waste 

management site so do not present an additional source of odour. However, the installation 

of the AD plant will allow for faster turnover of such wastes, reducing potential for odour. 

Manure, grass and maize silage will not be routinely stored on site; being brought in as 

needed and loaded directly to the plant. 

3.6 Unloading and Loading Operations 

3.6.1 Food waste and grease will be unloaded via enclosed line to the sealed feed point. 

Therefore, this operation will not present a significant source of potential odour.  

3.6.2 Green wastes and silage will be loaded directly into to the feeding system. The movement 

and agitation of such material during the operation may present a temporary and minor 

source of odour whilst being transferred to and loaded into the plant, however, it is not 

expected that such operations will be undertaken for any extended periods of time. 
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3.7 Digestate 

3.7.1 The AD process involves the breaking down of odour making substances and organisms with 

the feedstocks, meaning that the resultant digestate has a much lower odour potential than 

the original feedstocks. This is aided by a lengthy 25 – 40-day retention time dependent on 

the feedstocks within the process. 

3.7.2 Liquid digestate from the digestion process will be retained for as long as possible within 

the primary digesters.  Digestate from the primary digesters will be pumped to the 

secondary digester in order to maximise insofar as possible the yield.   

3.7.3 The liquid digestate and substrate will then discharge from the secondary digestate tank to 

a heating buffer tank via a cutter skid in order to mulch any remaining solid fragments into 

the liquid digestate.  The preheated digestate will then be pumped into the pasteurisation 

tank where it will be hearted to at least 70 degrees Celsius for a period of at least one hour. 

3.7.4 The pasteurised digestate will then be pumped to a buffer tank to allow for settlement of 

solids.  The thin (liquid) fraction of the digestate from the upper part of the buffer tank will 

discharge directly to the after-storage tanks.  The remainder of the digestate in the buffer 

tank will be pumped to a decanter where it will be separated into a thin fraction which will 

be pumped as above to the after storage tanks, and a thick fraction which will comprise 

predominantly soil type materials.  The decanter will comprise a centrifuge comprising a 

rotating Archimedes Screw with the digestate being pumped under pressure against the 

direction of rotation of the Archimedes screw.  Provided that the pressure and the rotation 

of the Archimedes screw are calibrated correctly, it is likely that almost all of the suspended 

matter within the digestate will be separated into the thick fraction.  The fully treated thin 

fraction will be stored pending removal from site for use after meeting the end of waste 

criteria, or in exceptional circumstances discharged from the after storage tanks to foul 

sewer.  Any gas accumulating in the after storage tanks will be re-circulated back into the 

primary digestion tanks.  The thick fraction will be removed from site for use after meeting 

the end of waste criteria. 
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3.7.5 It is likely also that a significant proportion of any of the nutrients causing a high chemical 

oxygen demand within the digestate will sorb onto the surface of finer suspended particles 

and thus be removed from the thin fraction. It is therefore likely that there will be a 

significant release of hydrogen gas from the digestate stored in the after storage tanks 

which will lower the chemical oxygen demand of the digestate whilst re-introducing 

hydrogen into the primary digestion tanks which will assist in maintaining an environment 

conducive to anaerobic degradation. 

3.7.6 Whilst, the digestate inevitably has much lower potential for odour, this still presents a 

potential source of odour which requires consideration in terms of control.  

3.7.7 With consideration to the low odour potential of the digestate and very short term and 

transient nature of the operation, odour is not anticipated to be significant from the 

activities undertaken. 

3.8 Biogas Storage 

3.8.1 Biogas will be collected within sealed biogas domes above tanks, prior to 

treatment/cleaning. A flare will be used to safely combust biogas in the event of a system 

overpressure or over production. Furthermore, the thermal instruction in the flare will 

destroy organic and potentially odourous compounds. As such, the storage of biogas is not 

expected to generate a significant source of potential odour. 

3.9 Gas Upgrade Unit 

3.9.1 The biogas requires cleaning and upgrade prior to export to the grid. Part of this process 

includes the addition of an odourant to the gas i.e. ferric chloride dosing and active carbon 

filtration to further remove any residual contaminants, which in itself presents a potential 

source of odour. However, the abatement used will removed the vast majority of 

contaminants and potentially odorous compounds, with an anticipated concentration of H2S 

within the biogas of between 0 and 200ppm (0 – 0.02%) following abatement. 
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3.10 Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) Storage 

3.10.1 LPG will be delivered to site in tankers, unloaded via sealed line to LPG storage tanks. There 

may by brief fugitive odour release from vents on tanks during filling operations, but this 

will be for very short periods of time and not highly significant. 

3.11 AD Process 

3.11.1 The AD process itself is an enclosed process once feedstocks have been introduced into the 

system. This ensures containment and control of potential odour whilst the wastes are 

digested in the tanks and processed through the remainder of the plant. 

3.12 Foul surface water 

3.12.1 The drainage system shown on Drawing No. 058-003-03 will be monitored regularly to 

ensure it is functioning correctly. 

3.13 Background Odour Sources in the Area 

3.13.1 Potential local off-site sources of odour would be associated with the agricultural activities 

or other industrial activities which are prevalent in the immediate area and the wider areas 

surrounding the site. 

3.13.2 Odour release could also be the result of abnormal weather conditions, machinery 

breakdowns and human error. 

3.13.3 In order to determine whether complaints are the result of activities from the site or from 

other nearby sites an odour complaints form will need to be completed in line with the 

company’s complaints procedure which is attached in Appendix II. 

3.13.4 Consideration has been given to other potential local off-site sources of odour. This has 

included a search on the EA public register for permitted facilities in addition to 

interrogation of satellite mapping data. Identified sites are presented in the table below: 
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Table 3.1 - Other Potential Odour Sources in Local Area  

Company Address Type 

Approximate 
distance & 

Direction from 
site boundary (m) 

Trust Utility Merlin Way, Ilkeston 

 
Waste 

Management 
65m South 

Ward Recycling (Big 
Red) 

Merlin Way, Ilkeston Waste 
management 

100m North 

Sewage treatment 
works 

Sewage Treatment Works, 
Stapleford Road, Ilkeston 

 

Sewage Works 115m East 

Nutbrook 
Aggregates 

Crompton Road, Ilkeston Waste 
management 

140m Southwest 

Aggrecom Merlin Way, Ilkeston Waste 
management 

175m South 

Johnson Aggregates 
and Recycling 

Merlin Way, Ilkeston Waste 
management 

300m West 

Castle 
Environmental 

Merlin Way, Ilkeston Waste 
management 

335m Northwest 

First Foundations Hallam Fields Road 
Ilkeston 

Waste 
management 

420m North 

Industrial and 
Commercial Users of 

surrounding 
industrial area 

Surrounding Industrial / 
Commercial area along 
Merlin Way, Crompton 

Road, Hallam Fields Road 

Industrial and 
Commercial 

<700m (All 
Directions) 

Industrial and 
Commercial Users 

Surrounding Industrial / 
Commercial area along 

Lows Lane 

Industrial and 
Commercial 

790 South 

Ward Ilkeston skip 
hire and scrap metal 

Griffon Road, Ilkeston Waste 
management 

980m West 

Industrial and 
Commercial Users of 
Quarry Hill Industrial 

Estate 

Quarry Hill Industrial 
Estate, Ilkeston 

Industrial and 
Commercial 

<1000m West 
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4 Odour control 

4.1 Site Operations 

4.1.1 Following site procedures will prevent odour release from the site under normal operating 

conditions. 

4.1.2 Limiting odour from the facility can best be achieved through employing effective site 

management and good general practice. It is much easier minimising odours in the first 

instance than dealing with problems once they occur. 

4.1.3 This section addresses the general site management guidelines and identifies specific 

procedures to mitigate against odourous emissions.  

4.2 Waste Acceptance Procedure 

4.2.1 Strict waste acceptance procedures will be in place at the site as shown below and the 

following details will be recorded for every load deposited at the site: 

a) The date and time of delivery.  

b) The name and address of the waste producer.  

c) The detailed and accurate description of the waste including type, quantity (in tonnes 

and/or cubic metres) and EWC codes. 

d) How the waste is contained e.g. loose, container type. 

e) The carrier's name and address. 

f) Driver’s name, signature and vehicle registration No. 

g) Signature or initials of person(s) producing/ accepting/ inspecting/ carrying the waste. 

h) Additional handling details/notes made by the driver after inspection of the load. 

i) SIC code of the premises which produced the waste (where relevant). 

j) Waste hierarchy declaration. 

k) Information on any previous treatment of the waste e.g. manual or mechanical. 
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4.2.2 Any wastes identified during the incoming waste inspections which do not conform to site 

acceptance criteria will not be accepted. If the non-conforming waste is discovered 

following deposit, the waste will be loaded back onto the vehicle and removed off site or 

quarantined immediately in a sealed/covered skip or container to await safe removal.   

4.2.3 If the site reaches capacity and/or operational difficulties occur, incoming wastes will be 

diverted to another authorised treatment facility.     

4.3 Receiving Wastes 

4.3.1 Food waste, greases and other liquid wastes will be delivered to site in sealed tankers and 

unloaded via enclosed line. As this part of the operation is enclosed it provides a high level 

of odour control. 

4.3.2 Green wastes are already accepted at the adjacent waste recycling facility, where they are 

also processed, ready for introduction to the AD process. Provision has been made for short 

term storage of such wastes, prior to loading to the process. The waste will be loaded using 

rubber wheeled shovel to the feed hoppers (filling system). During the loading operation 

care will be taken to minimise agitation of the waste and drop heights will be kept to the 

minimum necessary when loading material to the hopper. Such measures ensure that 

potential for odour release is minimal. Straw, grass and maize silage will also be used on site 

and delivered using covered vehicles to minimise odour release. These feedstocks will be 

delivered to site and either temporarily stored in the feedstock storage area for up to <7 

days or loaded directly to the process following the same principles as for the green wastes. 

Other potential solid wastes identified previously will be delivered to site as required and 

temporarily stored, as necessary. 

4.3.3 It is an important point to note that the green wastes to be used in the process are already 

accepted and processed at the adjacent waste management facility, where they are 

composted in the open. The use of such material in the enclosed AD process will result in a 

faster turnover of green wastes compared to the existing situation and enclosure of 
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treatment operations, therefore will result in reduced odour potential compared to the 

present situation. 

4.4 Waste Storage 

4.4.1 Low storage volumes and strict turnaround of wastes on site in accordance with table 1.1 

will be observed. Stock rotation procedures will be observed to ensure the maximum 

duration of storage times are not exceeded. Incoming solid waste is stored for no longer 

than <7 days prior to processing and stored waste is contained within concrete bays to 

reduce the impact of odourous emissions. 

4.4.2 It is not anticipated that wastes will need to be stored for any extended periods of time. 

Food wastes, greases and other liquid wastes will not be stored on site, these being 

introduced directly to the process from sealed tankers. It is not anticipated that silage or 

green wastes would need to be stored for extended periods of time. Provision is made for 

temporary storage of dry feedstock storage i.e. <7 days.  

4.5 Digestate Storage 

4.5.1 The digestate produced from the process will comprise a solid and liquid fraction. Digestate 

is processed by the digesters which will separate the digestate into a thick and thin fraction. 

The thick fraction will be removed from site whilst the thin fraction will be partly re-used to 

dilute the digestion process with the remaining thin fraction pumped into thin fraction 

storage tanks which are covered tanks to prevent any odour release, prior to release to 

sewer, via enclosed system.  

4.6 Export of Digestate from Site 

4.6.1 Solid digestate of low odour potential will exported from site, for use as a soil conditioner. 

4.7 Gas Upgrading Unit 

4.7.1 The gas upgrading unit will upgrade the biogas from the anaerobic digestion process. The 

biogas will be cooled, compressed and cleaned using desulphurization bacteria i.e. ferric 
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chloride dosing and active carbon filtration to further remove any residual contaminants 

which ensures that it reaches the quality of natural gas and presents no odour risk.  

4.8 Loading and transport of general wastes 

4.8.1 All waste vehicles leaving the site containing light and/or potentially malodorous wastes will 

be securely sheeted or enclosed at all times. 

4.9 Housekeeping 

4.9.1 Regular cleaning of operational areas (i.e. minimum once daily) such as roads, drainage 

channels and holding tank will be carried out using mobile plant and water supplies to 

discourage odour generation from old degrading materials. The odourous materials will 

then be placed in a sealed rejected waste skip. 

4.9.2 In addition to daily visual monitoring and inspections of the site and AD plant; site 

management will also monitor the integrity of the AD plant. In the event that there are any 

issues with the plant or issues that may lead to the release of odour then maintenance works 

will be carried out as soon as practicable. 

4.9.3 The site will also be operated in accordance with a weekly and monthly maintenance 

schedule shown in Appendix III. In addition to the above measures, the operator will further 

avoid fugitive odorous emissions by committing to the following housekeeping: 

1. Maintain a clean, well-organised site 
2. Jet spray and disinfect storage areas when emptied 
3. Clean equipment that has been in contact with odorous materials 
4. Carry out a deep clean of the feedstock storage area once a quarter and record 

this in the site diary 
5. Site surfaces and drainage systems designed in a way that allows easy cleaning. 
6. Floors sealed to prevent absorption and adsorption of odour producing residues.  
7. Periodically treat drainage systems with bacteria-inhibiting solution. 
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4.10 Liaison with Neighbours 

4.10.1 In the extreme event of significant but temporary odour releases outside normal operations, 

neighbours will be contacted to advise them of what is occurring and the action being taken. 

The Environment Agency (EA) will also be notified. 

4.10.2 An open-door policy will be encouraged by the operator to enable any complaints from 

neighbouring premises (if received) to be dealt with immediately.  The complainant will then 

be supplied with remedial actions taken and any procedures or measures put in place by 

the operator to reduce or ideally eradicate the likelihood of a subsequent complaint. 

4.10.3 If any odour complaints are received, the complaint will be assigned to an operative familiar 

with the sites operation who will complete a 'complaints and events log' which will be 

detailed individually on the complaints form (in Appendix II), both of which will be kept for 

inspection on request by the EA. Details of information to be completed are dates, nature 

of complaint, weather conditions at the time of the complaint, investigation details, action 

taken and a signature (as a minimum). Odour complaints will be investigated and responded 

to within 24 hours and suitably reviewed by the site manager who is ultimately responsible. 

4.10.4 The operator would also be required to make a note of any unavoidable events 

plant/equipment malfunctions in the site diary, rather than just actual complaints received. 

This will ensure that if complaints are received retrospectively from either the Council/EA 

or directly, any circumstances which led to that complaint as a result of elements outside of 

the operator’s control would be able to be attributed to the cause of the complaint. If there 

are significant odour releases outside normal operations, the operator will cease operation, 

investigate and resolve the issue before continuing. 

4.11 Trigger Levels 

 
4.11.1 The table below identifies trigger levels for action to be taken in relation to odour attributed 

to the AD plant. 
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Table 4.1 - Odour Intensity Scale & Description 

Odour Intensity Scale & Description Actions Taken 

1 - Negligible No detectable odour No further action taken 

2 - Low Faint odour (barely detectable) No further action taken 

3- Moderate Moderate odour easily detected while 
walking (possible interference) 

Immediate investigation in 
accordance with the OMP and the 
issue will be rectified immediately 

(as soon as practicable) 

4 - High Strong odour (bearable, but offensive) Immediate investigation in 
accordance with the OMP and the 
issue will be rectified immediately 

(as soon as practicable) 

5 - Severe Very strong odour (this is when you really 
wish you were somewhere else) 

Immediate investigation in 
accordance with the OMP and the 
issue will be rectified immediately 

(as soon as practicable) 

 
4.11.2 Regardless of intensity, any score over 3 will be investigated immediately with suitable 

measures implemented at the site to rectify the issue. All investigations will be recorded in 

the odour diary shown in Appendix II of this OMP. 

4.11.3 Due to the operation being enclosed the potential for an odour release intensity over 3 is 

very low – negligible. The site will be operated in accordance with a weekly and monthly 

preventative maintenance schedule shown in Appendix III which ensure that the plant is 

maintained and operated correctly at all times to significantly reduce the risk of any 

potential odour release. 

4.12 Training 

4.12.1 All employees and sub-contractors of Stanton Energy Ltd involved with potentially odorous 

materials and their handling will receive training in Sniff testing (including office/admin 

workers allocated to undertake the Olfactory (Sniff) test) and complaint reporting 

(management and operations staff). 

4.12.2 Training will be given to all relevant persons to make sure they are competent in completing 

olfactory assessment survey forms, odour complaint report forms and the odour diary to 

ensure sufficient monitoring of odours can be carried out. 
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4.12.3 Operational staff will receive spill clean-up training including containment of odorous 

wastes.  
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5 Monitoring  

5.1 Monitoring Odorous Releases 

5.1.1 Stanton Energy Ltd will use the following techniques to monitor odorous releases, if 

required: 

a) Olfactory Monitoring 

b) Complaints Monitoring 

c) Odour Diaries (when necessary) 

5.2 Olfactory Monitoring 

5.2.1 The site supervisor will monitor odour around the entire site perimeter on a daily basis and 

an Odour Diary will be completed (Appendix II). The monitoring will be carried out at 

intervals while the site is operational, additional monitoring may be carried out should there 

be reason to suspect a potential odour problem. 

5.2.2 The results of monitoring exercises and any remedial action taken will be entered into the 

logbook which will be available for the EA to inspect upon request. The name of the site 

supervisor will be stated in the site’s diary along with notes on weather including 

precipitation, temperature, wind speed and direction (from Met Office information). 

5.2.3 Should the monitoring conclude that a certain activity/waste is giving rise to odour which is 

migrating offsite, steps will be taken to reduce the impact of this activity, which may include, 

but is not limited to; removal offsite to a suitably licensed facility, faster processing/lower 

storage rates, pumping and removal of standing surface water etc. 

5.2.4 The site supervisor will be suitably trained to carry out these duties.  

5.2.5 Prior to carrying out a routine odour check, the relevant member of staff will vacate the site 

for a period of 30 minutes and then carry out the assessment on their return to ensure they 

are not desensitised to the odour. 
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5.2.6 Further details of the trigger levels for odour intensity are detailed in Section 4.11. 

5.3 Odour Monitoring Procedure 

5.3.1 Sniff testing will be carried out by trained competent staff daily should the management 

have reason to suspect odorous emissions from the site or complaints received.  

Assessments will be carried out both routinely and in response to specific complaints. 

5.3.2 The Assessor should not: 

a) Smoke or consume strongly flavoured food or drink for at least 30 minutes before the 

assessment. 

b) Consume confectionary or soft drinks immediately before the assessment. 

c) Apply scented toiletries, such as perfumes or aftershave immediately before an 

assessment. 

5.3.3 Starting points of assessments should be downwind of the site, progressing towards the site 

boundary and then away from the site in an upwind direction. The person carrying out the 

assessment should walk slowly and breathe as normal. 

5.3.4 To ensure odour adaptation / blindness does not affect the results of the outcome, an 

additional employee who is not exposed to odour throughout the day will take an additional 

assessment. In additional to this and prior to carrying out a routine odour check, the 

relevant member of staff will vacate the site for a period of 30 minutes (in addition to 5.3.2 

below) and then carry out the assessment on their return to ensure they are not 

desensitised to the odour. 

5.4 Complaints Monitoring  

5.4.1 All odour complaints will be investigated promptly and appropriate remedial action will be 

taken if the complaint is validated. Complaints will be recorded on the form found in 

Appendix II. 
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5.4.2 Complaints to the EA will also be recorded and taken into account. An olfactory assessment 

survey will be carried out from where the complaint was made and from any convenient 

locations between the complainant/receptor and the site so that the complaint can be 

validated or rejected. 

5.5 Odour Diaries 

5.5.1 If members of the local community are frequently reporting odour issues in the vicinity, then 

they will be asked (if agreeable) to keep an odour diary. This will help to build up an account 

of when the odour occurs, their location and the site operations that were being carried out 

at the time, as well as the duration of the activities taking place.  Any obvious problems can 

then be addressed.  
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6 Contingency plans 

6.1 Contingencies and Emergency Plans 

6.1.1 In accordance with the EA’s guidance on OMPs, contingency plans have been prepared to 

react to situations ‘where monitoring indicates that a potential odour source is not 

completely under control, meteorological conditions are unfavourable or that adverse 

impact has occurred’. 

6.1.2 If excessive odours are detected at the site boundary, other monitoring point or a complaint 

is received, the following remedial procedures will be taken and contingency measures will 

be implemented: 

a) Firstly, identify the odour source; is it from: 

i) Site operations; or, 

ii) An off-site source (e.g agricultural spreading operation, other industrial sources) 

b) If on site: 

i) Report incidence to the site or technically competent manager; 

ii) Identify the point of release of the odour; 

iii) Identify the cause if the release i.e. machine breakdown, leakage, etc.; 

iv) Identify a solution; 

v) Implement a solution; 

vi) Carry out olfactory tests to check if fix is working; 

vii) Record actions taken on relevant forms and site diary as required by this plan 

6.1.3 Then actions taken if odour is being produced on site will be: 

a) Normal Operations: The offending odour will be traced and the reason for the cause of 

the problem will be investigated. Once solutions are in place, olfactory monitoring will 

be carried out to ensure the solutions put in place are having the desired effect. 
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b) Abnormal Conditions: Adverse weather conditions can promote generation of odour 

and inhibit its effective dispersion e.g. hot weather with little wind, resulting in 

increased risk of odour to receptor locations. If this happens odour causing operations 

will be minimized until more favourable meteorological conditions return. 

6.2 Corrective Actions for Various Situations 

6.2.1 Table 6.1 below summarises the various problems that could potentially arise at the site and 

the standard responses available, which will assist in reducing odour potential. 

Table 6.1 - Corrective Actions 

Process/Event Problem Corrective Action 

Normal operations Excess odour See section 6.3 for corrective actions 
required 

Abnormal 
operation, e.g. 

adverse weather 
conditions 

Adverse weather conditions 
resulting in increased odour risk 

at sensitive receptors 

See section 6.4 for corrective actions 
required 

Staff 
shortages/human 

error 

Staff shortage due to 
absence/no-shows 

See section 6.5 for corrective actions 
required 

Operational failure Operational failure such as 
machine/plant 

malfunction/failure leading to 
odour issues 

See section 6.6 for corrective actions 
required 

Waste 
Loading/unloading  

Accidental Spillage Follow the identified spillage 
procedure in the site’s EMS to 

contain odour release. 

Stored wastes  
 

Odorous emissions detected Olfactory/SNIFF test required to 
pinpoint source. Ensure 

procedures outlined in Section 5 
are adhered to in full. Implement 
liaison programme if risk deemed 
HIGH or VERY HIGH i.e. strong or 

severe. 

Biogas upgrading 
unit 

Odourous emissions detected as 
a result of equipment failure 

See section 6.6 for corrective actions 
required 

Storage tanks Leaks resulting in excess odour See section 6.6 for corrective actions 
required 

Digestate 
separation unit 

Odourous emissions detected as 
a result of equipment failure  

See section 6.6 for corrective actions 
required 

Digestate storage Odourous emissions detected as 
a result of equipment failure  and 

leaks resulting in excess odour 

See section 6.6 for corrective actions 
required 
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6.3 Normal Operation 

6.3.1 In the event that excess odour is detected during normal/routine operation, the offending 

odour will be traced and the reason for the cause of the problem will be investigated. Once 

solutions are in place, olfactory monitoring will be carried out to ensure the solutions put in 

place are having the desired effect. 

6.4 Weather Conditions / Emergency Situations 

6.4.1 The site will set up a notification alert system with the Met Office to receive updated 

weather information for the following weather conditions which could cause a potential on 

or off-site odour issue: 

 High winds >30mph which could exaggerate an odour 

 Droughts or periods of hot weather exceeding 3 major dry days which could lead to 

water shortages, hosepipe bans and excessive odour 

 Flooding 

6.4.2 The site would install the following preventative/contingency measures (in addition to 

control measures in Section 4) to avoid serious odour issues as a result of the above weather 

conditions or fire incident: 

 Stockpiles containing any odourous waste may be covered with tarpaulin in the event 

ongoing procedures are not considered effective. 

 Contact an additional haulier to help remove the waste on site. 

 Suspend any further waste deliveries to the site. 

 Contact the Environment Agency to agree a suitable course of action 

 Contact members of the public or any other persons who could be affected by the odour 

and advise of the contingency measures the site has employed and timescales when the 

odour is likely to be reduced.  

6.4.3 In the event that the site receives any dangerous or unexpected loads; they will be rejected 

as part of the waste acceptance procedures discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.3. In the unlikely 
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event that the site deposits the load, it will be immediately transferred to the rejected waste 

skip and removed from site within <48 hours. 

6.5 Staff Shortages/Human Error 

6.5.1 In the event of unforeseen staff shortages arising from industrial action, illness, suspension 

or no shows, the operator will make a judgement whether to reduce the number of 

incoming loads, thus reducing processing frequency and storage of potentially odourous 

wastes. The operator will then seek further employment within a timely manner to ensure 

the site can continue to operate at its required capacity.  

6.5.2 All staff are trained and undergo toolbox talks every 6 months (or sooner if operations 

change) to reduce the impact of human error. In instances where a human error has caused 

to an odour issue, the site may suspend operations until the issue has been rectified and 

the member of staff will be warned and re-trained accordingly. 

6.6 Operational Failure 

6.6.1 The site will be operated in accordance with a weekly and monthly preventative 

maintenance schedule shown in Appendix III which ensure that the plant is maintained and 

operated correctly at all times to significantly reduce the risk of any potential operational 

failure that could potentially result in odour. 

6.6.2 The manager will be contacted by staff in the unlikely event of any operational failure such 

as the breakdown of plant, systems or equipment and will decide whether operations are 

to continue or be suspended prior to corrective action being taken. Serious operational 

failures, which result in the closure of the site, will be recorded in the site diary. 

6.6.3 All repairs to site security will be made within 24 hours of discovery of the damage if possible 

and the site will be made secure until the repair has been carried out. 

6.6.4 Any major defects found during the daily site inspection which are likely to lead to a breach 

of permit conditions will be repaired by the end of the working day in which they are found, 

where possible. If a repair is not possible by the end of the working day and a potential 
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breach of permit conditions may occur, the EA will be contacted to agree a suitable 

timescale for repair. 

6.6.5 All defects and problems likely to give rise to odour will be recorded on the form SEL/RF/4 

or the operators own recording procedures with repairs/solutions being carried out 

immediately; neighbours will be alerted if the problem cannot be rectified immediately and 

provided a timescale when the problem will cease. 

6.7 OMP Management 

6.7.1 This OMP will be reviewed at least annually unless it becomes apparent that the activities 

are giving rise to pollution outside the site due to odour, in which case it will be revised 

within 7 days and a copy forwarded to the Environment Agency for approval before 

implementation. 
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Odour Diary Sheet No  

Name: 

 

 

Telephone Number: 

Address:  

 

 

 

 

 

Date of odour:  
   

Time of odour:   
   

Location of odour, if not at above address:  
 
 

    

Weather conditions (dry, rain, fog, snow 
etc ):  

 

 
   

Temperature (very warm, warm, mild, cold 
or degrees if known): 

 

 
   

Wind strength (none, light, steady, strong, 
gusting): 

 

 
   

Wind direction (e.g. from NE):  
   

What does it smell like? How unpleasant is 
it? 
Do you consider this smell offensive? 

 

 

 

 

   

Intensity – How strong was it? (see below 
1-5): 

 

 
   

How long did go on for? (time):  

 
   

Was it constant or intermittent in this 
period: 
 

 

 
   

What do believe the source/cause to be?  
   

Any actions taken or other comments: 
 
 
 

 

 

   

 
Intensity (Detectability) 
1 No detectable odour  
2 Faint odour (barely detectable, need to stand still and inhale facing into the wind)  
3 Moderate odour (odour easily detected while walking & breathing normally)  
4 Strong odour  
5 Very strong odour (possibly causing nausea depending on the type of odour)  
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STANTON ENERGY LTD 
COMPLAINTS REPORT FORM (SEL/RF/7) 

Date Recorded: Reference Number: 

Name and address of caller 
 

Telephone number of caller  

Time and Date of call  

Nature of complaint  
(noise, odour, dust, other) 
(date, time, duration) 

 

Weather at the time of complaint 
(rain, snow, fog, etc.) 

 

Wind (strength, direction)  

Any other complaints relating to this 
report 

 

Any other relevant information 
 

Potential reasons for complaint 
 

The operations being carried out on  
site at the time of the complaint 

 

Follow Up 

Actions taken 
 

 

Date of call back to complainant  

Summary of call back conversation 
 

Recommendations 

Change in procedures 
 

 

Changes to Environmental  
Management System (EMS) 

 

Date changes implemented  

Form completed by  

Signed  

Date completed  
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COMPLAINT RECORDING PROCEDURE: 

 
Any complaints received will be recorded on form EEDL/RF/7.  This form will normally be 
completed, signed and dated by the Site Manager; if they are not available the Office Manager 
will complete the form. 
 
1) The name, address and telephone number of the caller will be requested. 
 
2) Each complaint will be given a reference number. 
 
3) The caller will be asked to give details of: 
 

a) the nature of the complaint; 
b) the time; 
c) how long it lasted; 
d) how often it occurs; 
e) Is this the first time the problem has been noticed; and 
f) what prompted them to complain. 

 
4) The person completing the form will then, if possible, make a note of: 
 

a) the weather conditions at the time of the problem (rain, snow, fog etc.); 
b) strength and direction of the wind; and 
c) the activity or activities taken place on the site at the time the noise was detected, 

particularly anything unusual. 
 
5) The reason for the complaint will be investigated and a note of the findings added to the 

report. 
 
6) The caller will then be contacted with an explanation of the source of the complaint if 

identified and the action taken to prevent a recurrence of the problem in future. 
 
7) If the caller is unhappy about the outcome or unwilling to identify themselves the caller will 

be invited to contact Environment Agency and or the Local Authority. 
 
Note: Following any complaint the relevant management plan(s) will be reviewed to ensure 
appropriate actions are in place to counter any problems.
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Preventative Maintenance Schedules



Valid when operating conditions are in line with HoSt recommendation

Maintenance List Responsibility Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Solid feeding system bin 

Lubricate auger slide bush client

Lubricate door slide client

Check oil level main gearboxes client

Check visually plastic lining inside the hopper for damage client

Check SIKAFLEX client

Lubricate universal joints client

Check for abnormal noises and vibrations client

Clean the outside of SFS if necessary client

Solid feeding system

Bearing lubrication client

Cleaning client

Oil change client

Visual inspection client

Digesters

Check pipework for leaks client

Overall visual inspection client

Check air blower/clean if necessary client

Check digestate level/surface client

After digester

Check pipework for leaks client

Overall visual inspection client

Check air blower/clean if necessary client

Check digestate level/surface client

Roof

Overall visual inspection client

Check for leaks client

Check level and purity of the liquid in PRVs. Refill/clean if necessary client

Paddle mixers

Overall visual inspection client

Check oil level in the gearbox client

Grease mechanical seal (2 pumps) client

Clean if necessary client

Submerged propeller mixer

Check power consumption client

Liquid feeding pipes

Check pipework for leaks client

Overall visual inspection client

SCADA system

Alarms and warnings - check equipment before alarm is acknowledged client

Air dryer

Check condenste blow-off client

Overall visual inspection client

Air compressor

Drain condensate client

Check oil level client

Condensate pit

Check level of condenste client

Check floater position client

Heating Header

Check operating temperatures and pressures client

Overall visual inspection client

Check pressure difference over the inline screen/filter client

Clean if necessary client



Header pumps

Check operating temperatures and pressures client

Overall visual inspection client

Clean if necessary client

Control container

Overall visual inspection client

Clean if necessary client

Flare 

Overall visual inspection client

Drain condensate client

Condensate pit and  floating switch

Check level of condenste client

Check floater position client

Condensate pit pump

Overall visual inspection client

Clean if necessary client

Pump(s) liquid waste

Overall visual inspection client

Clean if necessary client

Pump(s) digestate

Overall visual inspection client

Clean if necessary client

Gas blowers

Overall visual inspection client

Bearing temperature client

Clean if necessary client

Gas heat exchanger

Overall visual inspection flange and pipe connections client

Functional test condensate drain, free passage, seal check client

Monitor pressure, check switchpoints client

Gas Chiller

Check control panel display for any alarm signals client

Check that the water outlet temperature is within the specified range client

Overall visual inspection client

Carbon filter

Overall visual inspection client

Check and log differential pressure client

Drain condensate client

Note:

the activity does not have to be performed on that day



INDICATIVE

Monthly 3 months 6 months yearly

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

winter

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

Cutter

Pump 

Clean E-motor

Control oil level gearbox

Check electrical connections

Pump cutting system

Clean E-motor

Control oil level gearbox

Check electrical connections

Clean E-motor

Control oil level gearbox

Check electrical connections

Check electrical connections

Clean E-motor

Change buffer liquid

Check wear for wear and corrosion

Control oil level gearbox

Change oil gearbox

Inspection of strainer, guide rails, worm screw

Check oil level in reduction gear

Replace oil in reduction gear

Check wear on worm crew

Bearing lubrication

Cleaning

Oil change

Visual inspection

Inspect all drilled hole seals

Check heating system dearation points, replace if necessary

Check condition of pipework

Inspect all bolts and fixtures for damage

Change PRV liquid if ambient temp is close to freezing.

Paddle mixer, 15 kW 

Afterdigester

Screw Separator 

Check electrical connections

Check roof level unit  

Clean roof air blowers

Air compressor

Condensate pit

Check condensate pump

Test floater switch function

Check electrical connections

Control function of valves

Control pressure indicators

Header

Control container

 Flare 

Condensate pit pump

Check water quality

Clean control cabinet

Check filter cabinet door

Safety loop check

Change oil

Chedck air filter, replace if necessary

Check  V-belt, replace if necessary

Check gas valve tighthness

Clean  E - motor

Check electrical connections

Clean E-motor

Oil change

Control oil level gearbox

Grease bearing and seal

Inspect all drilled hole seals

Check heating system dearation points, replace if necessary

Check condition of pipework

Maintenance list
Solid feeding system bin

Inspect oil seals mixing auger main gearbox

Change oil mixing auger main gearbox

Change oil  electric motor reduction gearbox

Lubricate inner and outer tube

Solid Feeding system 

Digester

Roof

inspect auger knives

Inspect welds of auger segments

Inspect auger column

Inspect drive shafts

Inspect hydraulic and other hoses



Every day 

Client

Every 2000 hours, 

HoSt

Every 4000 hours 

HoSt

Every 8000 hours, 

HoSt

Every 16000 hours, 

HoSt

Every 24000 hours, 

HoSt
Qty.

Any gas leaks p p p p p

Any oil leaks p p p p p p

Oil temperature p p p p p p

Oil level p p p p p p

Oil flow on oil scavenge visor p p p p p p

Delivery pressure p p p p p p

Water inlet and outlet 

temperature
p p p p p

Pressure drop at deoiler cartridge p p p p p

Ambient temperature p p p p p

Tightness of electrical connections p p p p p

Adequate ventilation p p p p p

Motor current absorption p p p p p

Elastic element wearing p p p p

External parts of gas / oil radiator p p p p p

External parts of electric motor p p p p p

Oil filter p p p 1

Deoiler filter cartridge p p p 6

1

6

Oil separator cartridge p p p 4

1

1

1

Filter cartridges p p p 1

Kit Intake valve p p p 1

oil scavenge p p p 4

Kit block p p p 1

Elastic element p 1

Screw block overhaul kit p 1

Motor bearings kit p 1

Gas chromatograph 1

Valves and piping p p p p 1

Sensoren p p p p 1

Chiller p p p p 1

Calibration gas p p p p p p 1

CHECK (Remedy if Necessary) p p p p p 1

Filter-set for SSM6000 p p p 1

H2S sensor S-200 p 1

Sensor Electronics p 1

O-2 Sens. w/o gas distrib. p 1

CH4-Sensor 1

CO2-Sensor 1

Fan 60x60 1

Aqua Stop Filter p p p 1

p

Preventive maintenance membranes, piping, valves and instrumentation

Weekly Calibration by SCADA-system

2

Every 40.000 hours

Every 40.000 hours

Every 40.000 hours

Diaphra. Gas pump 830 p

Preventive maintenance Biogas analyser (Pronova)

O-ring p p p

MAINTENANCE ACTION

TIME INTERVAL

CHECK (Remedy if Necessary)

CLEAN

REPLACE

cartridge

Oil (Liter) 227p p p

p p



CHECK (Remedy if Necessary) p p p p p 1

Filter-set for SSM6000 p p p 1

H2S sensor S-50 p 1

Sensor Electronics p 1

O-2 Sens. w/o gas distrib. p 1

CH4-Sensor 1

CO2-Sensor 1

Fan 60x60 1

Aqua Stop Filter p p p 1

Notes:

Above schedule is indicative. Works/services will only be done if needed. The schedule can be revised in case of new insights.

The schedule for oil changes are based on adequate clearning of biogas with active carbon. 

Extra oil changes as a result of insufficient cleaning excluded.

Corrective maintenance (other or more ofthen replacement than prescribed maintenance in table above) excluded.

p 2

Every 40.000 hours

Every 40.000 hours

Preventive maintenance Biomethane analyser (Pronova)

Diaphra. Gas pump 830

Every 40.000 hours
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Details of SCADA System 
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Summary 

 

This document explains the basic of the SCADA of a digesting plant. The software is designed 

and engineered by HoSt Biogas.  
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1. Introduction 
 

This manual describes the basics of all typicals, units and feeding program. This knowledge is 

needed to operate the Scada system in a correct way.  
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2. Typicals 

2.1  Measurements 

All analog measurements are handled using 2 faceplates in SCADA, one basic with 4 alarm 

levels and the other has 6 alarm levels. If the extra alarm levels are used then they are always 

connected to another field with settings, normally in the sequence parameter box.  

Symbol on the screens: 

  

Status Background 

Normal Grey  

Warning – unacknowledged Yellow flashing 

Warning – acknowledged Yellow 

Alarm – unacknowledged Red flashing 

Alarm – acknowledged Red 

Simulation  [S] symbol in front of actual value 

 

When clicking on a symbol, this pop-up window will open:  

 

Name Full name Description 

PV Process value Actual value / simulated value of the measurement. 

Max Maximum scale Maximum range value of sensor. 

Min Minimum scale Minimum range value of the senor.  

HH/H/SP_H High values High high, High and Setpoint H value, setpoint H value is always 

connected to another settings box. 

LL/L/SP_L Low values Low low, Low and Setpoint L value, setpoint L value is always connected to 

another settings box. 

Wire break  Indicated if the sensor is connected correctly. 
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Value  For each alarm value a setpoint can be set. note: not visible when alarm is 

irrelevant.  

Hysteresis  For each alarm value a hysteresis can be set. note: not visible when alarm is 

irrelevant. 

Delay  For each alarm value a delay time can be set. note: not visible when alarm 

is irrelevant. 

Ack Acknowledge  Alarm will be acknowledged; alarm color will stop blinking but alarm is still 

in the alarm list. 

Reset  Alarm will be reset, only possible when PV is not in alarm range.  

Sim Simulation PV can be simulated when active, only possible at level Manager or higher.  
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2.1  Motor types 

There are different types of motors with each different symbols.  

Type Symbol 

Mixer 

 
Pump 

 
Cutter 

 

Fan 

 
Compressor / blower 

 
 

Each motor has some status next to the object. 

Name Status: 

A Automatic operation 

M / H Manual operation (Letter depends on language)  

IL Interlock 

MS Maintenance switch 

M (red background) Maintenance mode active  
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2.1.1 Motor (DOL) 

Direct OnLine (DOL) motor can only be started in forward direction at nominal speed. 

 

Name Full name Description 

Start  When in manual mode, button to start the motor. When motor is 

running, manual or auto, button will be green.  

Stop  When in manual mode, button to stop the motor. When motor is not 

running, manual or auto, button will be green. 

Manual Manual mode Button to put the motor into manual operation. When motor is in manual 

mode, button will be green.  

Auto Automatic mode Button to put the motor into automatic operation. When motor is in 

automatic mode, button will be green. 

Maint. Maintenance mode See Maintenance mode chapter.  

RH reset Run hours reset Button to reset run hours of motor to 0.  

Runtime  Setting for the maximum time the motor to get its feedback signal. 

Start delay  Delay time to start the motor after the start command is given, only in 

automatic operation. 

Stop delay  Delay time to stop the motor after the stop command is given, only in 

automatic operation. 

Ack Acknowledge  Alarm will be acknowledged; alarm color will stop blinking but alarm is 

still in the alarm list. 

Reset  Alarm will be reset, only possible when all alarms of motor are cleared.  

Run hours  Total time the motor has the running state.  

Maintenance 

switch 

 When maintenance switch has feedback to the PLC and it’s not turned on, 

status indicator will be red.  

Interlock  When motor is interlocked, status indicator will be red.  

General alarm  When the motor is in alarm state, status indicator will be red 

Runtime alarm  When the motor has a runtime alarm, status indicator will be red 

Not ready  When the motor is not ready, status indicator will be red.  
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2.1.2 Motor (DOL, 2D) 
Direct OnLine (DOL) 2 directions (2D) motor can be started either in forward or reverse direction at nominal speed. 

 

Name Full name Description 

Reverse  When in manual mode, button to start the motor in reverse direction. 

When motor is running in reverse direction, manual or auto, button will 

be green.  

Forward  When in manual mode, button to start the motor in forward direction. 

When motor is running in forward direction, manual or auto, button will 

be green.  

Stop  When in manual mode, button to stop the motor. When motor is not 

running, manual or auto, button will be green. 

Manual Manual mode Button to put the motor into manual operation. When motor is in 

manual mode, button will be green.  

Auto Automatic mode Button to put the motor into automatic operation. When motor is in 

automatic mode, button will be green. 

Maint. Maintenance mode See Maintenance mode chapter.  

RH reset Run hours reset Button to reset run hours of motor to 0.  

Ack Acknowledge  Alarm will be acknowledged; alarm color will stop blinking but alarm is 

still in the alarm list. 

Reset  Alarm will be reset, only possible when all alarms of motor are cleared.  

Runtime  Setting for the maximum time the motor to get its feedback signal. 

Start delay  Delay time to start the motor after the start command is given, only in 

automatic operation. 

Stop delay  Delay time to stop the motor after the stop command is given, only in 

automatic operation. 

Run hours  Total time the motor has the running state.  

Maintenance 

switch 

 When maintenance switch has feedback to the PLC and it’s not turned 

on, status indicator will be red.  

Interlock  When motor is interlocked, status indicator will be red.  

General alarm  When the motor is in alarm state, status indicator will be red 

Runtime alarm  When the motor has a runtime alarm, status indicator will be red 

Not ready  When the motor is not ready, status indicator will be red.  

Warning active  Warning active on motor  
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2.1.3  Motor (FREQ) 
Frequency (or  VFD) controlled motor can be started in forward direction at a requested nominal 

speed. 

 

Name Full name Description 

Start  When in manual mode, button to start the motor. When motor is 

running, manual or auto, button will be green.  

Stop  When in manual mode, button to stop the motor. When motor is not 

running, manual or auto, button will be green. 

Setpoint  Speed setpoint of the motor in manual operation.  

Manual Manual mode Button to put the motor into manual operation. When motor is in manual 

mode, button will be green.  

Auto Automatic mode Button to put the motor into automatic operation. When motor is in 

automatic mode, button will be green. 

Maint. Maintenance mode See Maintenance mode chapter.  

RH reset Run hours reset Button to reset run hours of motor to 0.  

Ack Acknowledge  Alarm will be acknowledged; alarm color will stop blinking but alarm is 

still in the alarm list. 

Reset  Alarm will be reset, only possible when all alarms of the motor cleared.  

Deadband  Deadband where the speed is not sent to the frequency drive.  

Runtime  Setting for the maximum time the motor to get its feedback signal.  

Start delay  Delay time to start the motor after the start command is given, only in 

automatic operation. 

Stop delay  Delay time to stop the motor after the stop command is given, only in 

automatic operation. 

Run hours  Total time the motor has the running state.  

Maintenance 

switch 

 When maintenance switch has feedback to the PLC and it’s not turned on, 

status indicator will be red.  

Interlock  When motor is interlocked, status indicator will be red.  

General alarm  When the motor is in alarm state, status indicator will be red 

Runtime alarm  When the motor has a runtime alarm, status indicator will be red 

Deviation alarm  This alarm will appear when the actual speed is to far away from the 

setpoint.  

Not ready  When the motor is not ready, status indicator will be red.  
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2.2 Valves 

2.2.1 Valve OC 
Open Close (OC) valves are valves which are either fully closed or fully open. 

 

Name Full name Description 

Open  When in manual mode, button to open the valve. When valve is open, 

manual or auto, button will be green.  

Close  When in manual mode, button to close the valve. When valve is closed, 

manual or auto, button will be green. 

Manual Manual mode Button to put the valve into manual operation. When valve is in manual 

mode, button will be green.  

Auto Automatic mode Button to put the valve into automatic operation. When valve is in 

automatic mode, button will be green. 

Maint. Maintenance mode See Maintenance mode chapter.  

Runtime  Setting for the maximum time the motor to get its feedback signal. 

Open delay  Delay time to open the valve after the open command is given, only in 

automatic operation. 

Close delay  Delay time to close the valve after the close command is given, only in 

automatic operation. 

Ack Acknowledge  Alarm will be acknowledged, alarm color will stop blinking but alarm is 

still in the alarm list. 

Reset  Alarm will be reset, only possible when all alarms of motor are cleared.  

Maintenance 

switch 

 When maintenance switch has feedback to the PLC and it’s not turned on, 

status indicator will be red.  

Interlock  When motor is interlocked, status indicator will be red.  

General alarm  When the motor is in alarm state, status indicator will be red 

Runtime alarm  When the motor has a runtime alarm, status indicator will be red 
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2.2.2 Valve CTRL 
Control (CTRL) valves can be set at any desired setpoint.  

 

Name Full name Description 

Setpoint  Setpoint for valve when in manual operation.   

Dead band  Maximum difference between actual and setpoint.  

Manual Manual mode Button to put the valve into manual operation. When valve is in manual 

mode, button will be green.  

Auto Automatic mode Button to put the valve into automatic operation. When valve is in 

automatic mode, button will be green. 

Maint. Maintenance mode See Maintenance mode chapter.  

Runtime  Setting for maximum time for valve to get its feedback. (Only for valves 

with feedback signal)  

Ack Acknowledge  Alarm will be acknowledged; alarm color will stop blinking but alarm is 

still in the alarm list. 

Reset  Alarm will be reset, only possible when all alarms of motor are cleared.  

Maintenance 

switch 

 When maintenance switch has feedback to the PLC and it’s not turned on, 

status indicator will be red.  

Interlock  When motor is interlocked, status indicator will be red.  

General alarm  When the motor is in alarm state, status indicator will be red 

Runtime alarm  When the motor has a runtime alarm, status indicator will be red 
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2.3 PID control 
PID controllers are used to get a process value on a desired setpoint. Several settings can be made to 

make a smooth control of the process.  

 

 

Name Full name Description 

P Gain Gain factor. 

I min. Integral time minutes Integral time in minutes. 

I sec. Integral time seconds Integral time in seconds. 

Dead band  Maximum difference between PV and setpoint. 

Min. out Minimum output Minimum output of the controller. 

Max. out Maximum output Maximum output of the controller. 

Int. SP Internal setpoint Internal setpoint for local operation. 

Man. out Manual output Output for manual operation, field can be edited when in manual mode. 

PV Process value Actual process value for the input of the controller. 

Out Output Actual output to the control valve / pump.  

Ext. SP External setpoint External setpoint for remote operation (output field). 

Int. SP Internal setpoint Internal setpoint for local operation (output field). 

Manual Manual mode Button to put the controller into manual operation. When controller is in 

manual mode, button will be green. 

Auto Automatic mode Button to put the controller into automatic operation. When controller is 

in automatic mode, button will be green. 

Local Local control Button to put the controller into local control. When controller is in local 

control, button will be green. 

Remote Remote control Button to put the controller into remote control. When controller is in 

remote control, button will be green. 

Ack Acknowledge  Alarm will be acknowledged; alarm color will stop blinking but alarm is 

still in the alarm list. 

Reset  Alarm will be reset, only possible when all alarms of motor are cleared.  

 

Trend view Open an independent window with a trend view of the controller with 

setpoint, process value, output and min/max values  
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2.4 Maintenance mode 
Maintenance mode can be used by several objects like motors, pumps, and valves. When pressing the 

‘Maint.’ button in a pop-up window of a motor / valve a new window will appear.  

 

 
 

As shown in the picture, maintenance mode will overrule many safety features and the operator / 

engineer takes full responsibility of his/her action. Before maintenance mode can be activated a 

password has to be entered, there are two different passwords. One for the operator and one for HoSt 

personnel.  

 

All interlocks for auto mode are overruled when maintenance mode is active, this will mean that 

a pump can be started without all suction / discharge valves to be opened and can cause 

damage! 
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3. Feeding program 
The feeding program is designed to have maximum 48 feeding cycles per day. Every cycle starts on 

every full and half hour. Below the standard of the feeding program.  

 

The destination is the name on the top left corner, every destination has its own start and stop time. 

All sources of the destination are listed below the destination. Every source has some settings / status.  

Name Full name Description 

Amount (t/d) Amount (ton/day) Setting: Feeding amount from specific source, tons/day  

Actual (t)  Actual (ton) Status: Actual amount fed this day in ton 

Cycles (x)  Setting: Number of cycles per day for specific source 

Density  Setting: Density of the source 

Pump (m3/h) Pump capacity (m3/h) Setting: The capacity of the feeding pump, this is used for time 

calculation. 

Calc. time Calculated time Status: Calculated feed time for one batch.  

Max. time Maximum time Setting: Maximum time for one batch, when time is reached and batch is 

not finished, batch will end with an error.  

Flow/Time  Button to choose whether to dose on flow (by pulses of the flowmeter) or 

to dose on time (calculated time). Text in button is chosen option.  

Start  Button to start one batch by hand.  

00:00 – 23:30  Time table for feeding cycles. When [X] is present, feeding will start at 

that time.  

 

Important notes:  

- When filling in number of cycles, system will equally divide all cycles over the day. It is possible 

to add one cycle by hand by setting a [X] on a time of choice, cycles will be added by 1.  

- Starting a batch by hand will not affect the calculated batch size for automatic mode, a manual 

batch is an extra batch.  

- When changing the amount (t/d) it will only affect the remaining batches. For example: 10 

cycles a day with a total amount of 10 t/d. After 5 cycles the amount is changed to 20 t/d. 

Total amount what will be fed that day is 15 ton. 5 x 1t + 5 x 2t).  
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4. Sequence 
Every unit in the installation has its own sequence which takes control of the objects. Most of the 

sequences will be started by the program but some sequences must be started by hand and should 

always run for normal operations. These are the Service, Feeding and Digester. There are two types of 

a small sequence box with a status overview to open the sequence box.  

 

   
 

Name Full name Description 

A Auto Indicates that all objects are in auto mode, green background 

M Manual Indicates that one or more object is in manual mode, blue background. 

Same field as Auto.  

W Warning Indicates that one of more objects have a warning, yellow background 

when warning active.  

A Alarm Indicates that one or more objects have an alarm, red background when 

alarm active.  

Completed  Actual step of the sequence 

 

 
 

In the command part (left side) of the window there are the following buttons / status.  

Name 

Full name 

Description 

All devices auto 

Auto 

Puts all devices in the unit into automatic mode. 

All devices manual Puts all devices in the unit into manual mode. 

Acknowledge alarms Acknowledge all alarms in unit. 

Reset alarms Reset all alarms in unit. 

Unit seq. parameters Opens another window with a specific sequence for that unit and 

parameters which are relatable for the unit. 
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Auto Status: All devices in the unit are in automatic mode, green background. 

Manual Status: All devices in the unit are in manual mode, blue background – 

Auto field.  

Warning One or more devices have a warning – yellow background. 

Alarm One or more devices have an alarm – red background. 

Trip Unit in trip state – purple background.  

 

In the sequence part (right side) of the window there are the following buttons / status. 

Name 

Full name 

Description 

Graph 

Auto 

Graph with all steps of the sequence, the active step has a green 

background.   

Start Start the sequence by hand. Idle -> Starting 

Stop Stop the sequence by hand.  All steps within rectangle -> Stopping  

Hold Put the sequence into hold (pause) Running -> Held  

Reset Reset the sequence to Idle state from completed, stopped of aborted 

Restart Restart the sequence to Running state when in hold 

Abort Abort the sequence All steps within rectangle -> Stopping 

 

When the ‘Unit seq. parameters’ are opened, when available an extra window will open for the 

sequence and looks similar to this: 

 
 

On the left side there is, when available, a new sequence shown with the actual step time in the left 

bottom corner. On the right side are all unit dependent parameters listed.  
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